AI: the Legal and Ethical Perspective

22th June, 2022

Sala Lauree
Via Conservatorio, 7
Facoltà SPES
Università degli Studi di Milano

BOOK ATTENDANCE OR STREAMING

RESERVE

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
9.00-9.30 Welcome

9.30-11.00 **AI: The international private and public perspective and ethical issues**

Chair *Benedetta Cappiello*

Panelists
*Gabriele Della Morte*
*Fabio Cozzi*
*Cristina Schepisi*
*Thibault Grison*

11.00 -11-30 **Coffee break**

11.30-13.00 **AI: The domestic and comparative perspective**

Chair *Gherardo Carullo*

Panelists
*Alberto Oddenino*
*Cristina Poncibò*
*Isabella Alberti*

13.00-14.00 **Lunch**

14.00-16.30 **AI: The education and learning perspective**

Chair *Silvia Salini*

**Xavier Fresquet**
Sorbonne Center for Artificial Intelligence
Presentation On-Line course *Thinking AI: Bringing together ethical, legal and social aspects of AI*

**Fabio Scotti**
University of Milan
*The technical and technological perspective*

**Cosimo Fiorini**
Ammagamma
*Multicultural education and ingroup biases: AI as a reflection on human intelligence*